You are cordially invited

Art Opening

“Manhattan Floating” reception with the artist
  Seth Chwast

“Via de Casarrabonnella 1984”
  Gino Hollander

“Main Street”
  Roger Mason

“Robbie’s View”
  Thomas Locker

Saturday, October 6, 2012
3:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Hudson River Bank & Trust Foundation
Medical Office Building
on the campus of
Columbia Memorial Hospital
71 Prospect Avenue, Hudson, NY

“Manhattan Floating” by Seth Chwast –
“Manhattan Floating” is Mr. Chwast’s largest project to date, consisting of 104 individual 16"x24" panels, painted in acrylic. The work premiered at the Time Equities Building in New York City on November 9, 2010. It is on loan to Columbia Memorial from the artist.

“Via de Casarrabonnella 1984” by Gino Hollander – Hollander, an abstract expressionist, has created more than 11,000 original paintings, of which 2,500 have been outright gifts to charities, hospitals and institutions throughout the world. “Via de Casarrabonnella 1984” is donated by the artist and Elynn Polay, a friend of Hollander and grateful patient of Dr. Louis DiGiovanni and Columbia Memorial Hospital.

“Main Street” by Roger Mason –
Roger Mason paints and exhibits his work all over the world, but he calls Chatham, NY his home. This painting, “Main Street,” is a gift to the hospital from James P. Hamilton, Jean D. Hamilton and Richard N. McCarthy in honor of Dr. William Murphy, Dr. Ananthakrishnan Ramani, and the staff and doctors at Columbia Memorial.

“Robbie’s View” by Thomas Locker –
“Robbie’s View” was commissioned as a gift to Columbia Memorial Hospital by Jerome French. This painting is of the vista that French and his wife Robbie enjoyed from their home in Chatham. Locker, a local landscape painter, illustrator and author, died in 2012 leaving behind a large body of work that expresses his deep respect for the beauty and power of nature throughout the mid-Hudson Valley.